SEEING IS KNOWING
3D EXPLORER FOR DESKTOP AND MOBILE DEVICES
EVERYTHING IN MOTION
Interactive rotation, panning and zooming
EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL
Define perspective and visual presentation
EXPLAIN IN A CLEAR AND EASY WAY
Label, colorize, cut and mark
HUMAN SKIN EXPLORER

BETTER TOGETHER
Import your own graphics, pictures and movies
EXCITING PRESENTATIONS
Change views, save and play again
CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR NEEDS
Integration of specific devices and process animations
YOUR BENEFITS

TEACHING
- Share knowledge clearly and vividly
- Increase success by visual learning
- Examine with tests

COMMUNICATION
- Give exciting and dynamic presentations
- Explain content individually
- Insert your own media

MARKETING
- Show your product’s features in 3D
- Available always and everywhere
- Facilitate your product demo
OUR SERVICE

SOFTWARE
FOR iPAD, WINDOWS & MAC

3D CONTENT
FILM, ANIMATION AND STILLS
WE HAVE REALIZED
CHALLENGING DIGITAL PROJECTS
for renowned companies, research institutes
and universities
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SUPPORTING YOU!
www.effigos.com | contact@effigos.com